Dear Editor and Good Citizens of Pawnee County,
It's happened again. It's 2 AM and I've awakened from a fitful sleep with an anxiety attack. I
have stood by my entire adult life and barely paid attention to my country's slide into a political
quagmire but now the waters have risen to my neck and I can no longer sleep soundly nor ignore
the creep of governmental intrusion into the life of my family and community. I am a modern
day Paul Revere crying out, "They are coming!" Finally they are literally at my door with a
Smart Meter. OG&E, unwittingly doing the bidding of global government, wants to install a
surveillance device on my home that will be fairly innocuous at first but eventually will know
every electrical device in my home, when I used it, will charge me more for energy used between
2 and 7 PM, and when I consume too much power for the global Smart Grid purposes, can turn
my hot water heater down and my air conditioner off. To add insult to injury, the device is not
safety tested, strobes extreme amounts of RF energy into my home and then if that were not
enough, transmits my personal data that has been collected out into the neighborhood via a radio
signal, highly vulnerable to hackers. They will have total control over this personal data that they
will keep on file and may sell to the highest bidder or share with government. (Other electric
companies can adapt their digital meters to do much of what OG&E is proposing so don't think
that you will be safe if you are non-OG&E.) But this immediate assault on my castle is only a
small symptom of a larger, far more intrusive program. It's called UN Agenda 21. This
humongous document of over 300 pages was concocted in 1992 at the Earth Summit in Rio de
Janeiro. Starting with Bush Sr., whose mantra was 'one world government'; all successive
Presidents have advanced the implementation of this program culminating recently with Obama's
formation of his President's Rural Council. This document is very complicated and so farreaching that you simply won't believe what the United Nations has in store for us. "Sustainable
Development" is their code word for overriding our Constitution and completely changing the
economic and social structure of our American way of life. Environmentalism and Biodiversity
are the vehicles that they will use to control us and eradicate life as we know it. They want to
reduce world population to 1 billion and control our land and water. They especially target our
rural way of life in order to return the land to its natural state and force us into urban areas.
Neighbors, I am not making this up. I am sounding the alarm and asking you to investigate the
greatest threat to our freedom that we have ever known.
Signed,
A Concerned Citizen of Pawnee County

